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Basic Kitchen Tips

PANCAKES

Do you remember that saying, “one bad apple ruins the bunch”?

How many times have you brought home a bag of potatoes only to have most of
them spoil before you get a chance to use them? I know I have had it happen more
times than I care to remember.

All you do is go through your potatoes as soon as you get them home from the
store. Look for any bad spots. If there is a potato that has a large bad spot, just throw
it out.
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But if the bad spot is small and the potato is salvageable, set the potato aside and
away from the other potatoes and use that potato or potatoes first. This will keep the
rot from spreading to the rest of the potatoes and ruining the whole bag.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES

There is a way though that you can prevent this from happening, or at least from
happening as often.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

I know the saying has different meanings, both in real apples and in other areas of
life, but today we are going to apply the main principle to potatoes. Because it could
also be said that one rotten potato can ruin the whole bag.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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So, when a recipe calls for beaten eggs, I encourage you to not skip the step of
beating them. It really will make a difference in the end result.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

If you add in the eggs whole, it will require you to mix the batter more to
incorporate the eggs in and break them up. But if you beat the eggs before adding
them to the batter, it will not take very much time at all to mix them in, and you will
be less likely to over beat the batter you are making.

PANCAKES

I want to encourage you though not to skip the step of beating the eggs when a
recipe calls for it. Many batters, like pancakes and muffins, can be over mixed. And if
they are over mixed the end result will not be as good.

freezing AND
reheating tips

Beating the eggs before adding them to the batter is very important. This step is
often skipped though because many people think it is a waste of time. They just crack
the eggs right into the batter and go about mixing.

easy meal ideas

Often times recipes call for beaten eggs, or for you to beat the eggs, before adding
them to a batter.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS

Kitchen
Beating Eggs

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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I always keep my honey in a glass jar. We will discuss that in a minute, but a glass
jar is also important for the decrystallization process.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

You can microwave the honey to decrystallize it, but this is not the best way. The
best way is low and slow. You do not want to overheat the honey, so my favorite way
to decrystallize honey is on the stove top because it is much easier to control the
temperature.

PANCAKES

There is nothing wrong with crystallized honey. You can eat it, but most people
do not want to. The texture is very grainy and it is basically impossible to spread. So,
what do you do to fix it?

freezing AND
reheating tips

First of all you do not throw it out. I recently had someone tell me they threw it
out because they had no idea that you could make it usable again. Do not throw your
honey out when it crystallizes. You can fix it.

easy meal ideas

One of the problems with honey is that it often turns solid. This is called
crystallizing or crystallized honey. A lot of things affect why honey does this, but it
often happens. So, what do we do about it when it happens?

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS

Kitchen
Decrystalizing Honey

Here are a few other honey tips:

•

Buy your honey from a farmer’s market or local source. I do not buy honey
from a grocery store unless I have to. I always try to buy it as fresh as I can. The
best way to do this is to buy it from a good source. Grocery stores are great for
many things, but honey is not one of them.

•

Experiment with different flavors of honey. I think it is fun to try the different
variations of honey. Clover honey will taste different than blackberry honey. A
honey where the bees have been in an orchard will taste different than honey
from bees that have been in a berry patch. If you have never tried the different
versions, you should. You might just be amazed at the difference.

PANCAKES

Do not store honey in plastic containers long term. They will pick up the taste
of the plastic. I can almost always taste honey that has been stored in plastic
containers. I do have a small honey bear that is plastic, but we go through this
so fast that it does not matter so much. For long term storage, use glass.

freezing AND
reheating tips

•

easy meal ideas

Turn the burner on medium low to heat the water. Leave the lid on the jar,
because you do not want moisture getting into the honey, but don’t put the lid on
too tight. Simmer on low for 20-40 minutes. Or until honey is thinned out and back to
normal.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS

Kitchen

I place the glass jar in a pan of water on the stove. This is why glass is important.
It is not a good idea to put a plastic container in a pan on the stove. That could turn
into a dangerous mess.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS
OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
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I have done this and only used up part of the whipped cream and two days later
the cream was fine and holding up perfectly. Now, you might not want to let it keep
that long, but this really does work.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

When whipping cream I now put a little gelatin in with the cream before I beat
it. Then I beat/whip as normal. For every cup of cream that I use I add 1/2 teaspoon
of unflavored powdered gelatin. (Now I am not talking Jello here, I mean the
plain Knox type gelatin.)

PANCAKES

I have a tip for you that makes homemade whipped cream stay fresh longer. It is
so simple, yet works so well.

freezing AND
reheating tips

For years the only real solution I found was to make it right before I needed to
serve it. However, it is not always convenient to whip the cream right before I need it.

easy meal ideas

Have you ever made homemade whipped cream only to have it not hold up until
you needed it?

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Homemade Whipped Cream Tip

PANCAKES
WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

This works with cooked chicken, beef roast, or pork roasts.

freezing AND
reheating tips

Place the cooked meat in the bowl of your Kitchen Aid. Using the paddle
attachment mix on low, the meat will shred in no time. Don’t walk away or it will
shred it too fine and the texture will not be right. If you keep an eye on it though you
will have perfectly shredded meat in not time.

easy meal ideas

Need to shred a large amount of bbq or other cooked meat? It is so easy when you
use your Kitchen Aid mixer. Yes, your mixer.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS

Kitchen
Shredding Meat the Easy Way

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
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Make Ahead Mashed Potatoes
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Kitchen
Easy Meal Ideas

This is a tip I learned from a friend at church quite a few years ago.

I also love this because it is an easy job to give the kids ahead of time. They can
easily peel and even help cut the potatoes the day before or the morning of the day
you need them. You can cover them in water and cook and mash when needed.
I have used this tip many times now and it saves me so much time during the
holidays, and during those times where I need a large batch of mashed potatoes.
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It is simple tips like this that make holiday dinners so much easier.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES

By doing the time consuming part of peeling and cutting the potatoes ahead
of time, she saves a lot of time the day she needs them. And by covering them
completely in water, she keeps them from turning brown. I loved this idea, because
peeling potatoes is not my favorite job to do, especially in the middle of trying to
prepare a meal like Thanksgiving dinner.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

She told me that she did all the peeling and cutting ahead. She then put them in a
pot and covered them in water and left them to sit in the fridge until she was ready to
use them. Then when she was ready to cook them, she set them on the stove, heated
them up, and cooked and mashed them.

PANCAKES

This friend makes that best mashed potatoes. She brings a large bowl of them to
almost every church dinner and they are always a hit. One Sunday I asked her how
she managed to make up such a large pot of mashed potatoes all the time to bring
to potluck dinners. She answered by saying that she did most of the work ahead of
time.

At some point several years ago I read a tip about making grilled cheese
sandwiches for a crowd in the oven. At first I just thought that is a nice tip, if I ever
need to make 50 grilled cheese sandwiches, but when will that ever happen.
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Then it hit me, wait this would make any grilled cheese sandwich easier to make.
I could put them in the oven and walk away to do something else, no more watching
the pan or griddle on top of the stove.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES

We love grilled cheese and tomato sandwiches in the summer with fresh from the
garden tomatoes and I even eat bacon, egg, and cheese grilled cheese sandwiches. Really
I don’t think I have ever had a grilled cheese sandwich that I did not like.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

I love grilled cheese sandwiches. That probably has something to do with the fact
that I love cheese. Grilled cheese sandwiches are pure comfort food to me and I could
eat them almost everyday. I don’t, but I could.

PANCAKES

It was kind of like discovering oven pancakes. They totally changed breakfast in our
house and oven grilled cheese sandwiches has totally changed grilled cheese in our
house.

freezing AND
reheating tips

Okay, so life changing might be a bit exaggerated, but it was one of those, wow,
why did I not try this before type moments.

easy meal ideas

When I discovered oven grilled cheese sandwiches it kind of changed my life.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Oven Grilled Cheese

Oven Grilled Cheese Sandwiches
8 slices of bread

•

3-4 tablespoons of softened butter

•

8 slices of cheese ( or more if you like it really cheesy)

1. Butter one side of a piece of bread and place buttered side down on a cookie
sheet.
2. Place a slice of cheese on top of the bread.

freezing AND
reheating tips

•

easy meal ideas

This is so simple and works well with just about any type of grilled cheese. I have
changed the cheese up, and added other fillings to it, and it still works great.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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So, I gave it a try and loved it. My husband actually thinks grilled cheese in the
oven turns out better because the cheese melts more evenly, and I think I have to
agree with him. The cheese melts perfectly in the oven.

3. Butter one side of another piece of bread and place butter side up, on top of the
slice of cheese.

5. Bake at 425 for 6-8 minutes. Flip over and bake for 3-4 more minutes. The
cooking time may vary depending on how toasted you like the bread on your
grilled cheese sandwiches. The first time you do this, you might check on it a
few times to be sure it does not get more crisp than you like them to be.

PANCAKES

4. Repeat with remaining sandwiches.

6. Serve and enjoy!

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

I also love this for dealing with the gluten free eaters and the non gluten free
eaters. I can make the gluten free grilled cheese sandwiches on one cookie sheet and
then make the regular grilled cheese sandwiches and place them on another cookie
sheet. It makes cross contamination less likely to happen and it keeps everyone in the
family happy with the type of bread that they can have.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES
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Freezing Buttermilk

easy meal ideas
freezing AND
reheating tips

I love buttermilk. It is a staple in my fridge and I use it all the time.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Freezing and Reheating Tips

Yes, you can use milk and lemon juice, or buttermilk powder, in place of buttermilk
in recipes, but in some things buttermilk really is better.

The trouble with buttermilk though is that it usually comes in a half gallon size, at
least in my area it does. A half gallon of buttermilk is a lot of buttermilk, unless you
are like some of my husband’s family that drink it by the glassful, buttermilk by the
glassful might be a whole topic on its own.

Freezing buttermilk is the perfect way to save it for use at a later time. It works
great and avoids the waste from having it go bad.

Need some ideas for using all that buttermilk?
What about pancakes? And buttermilk syrup would go perfectly with those
pancakes.
Cornbread anyone?

I even use it for marinading chicken and for oven pork chops.
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Buttermilk mashed potatoes are the best.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
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I use the same containers to freezer buttermilk that I use for my freezer
smoothies. You could really use any type of container, but these are a good size since
they hold about 1 cup of liquid.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

So, what do you do with all that leftover buttermilk that will not get used before it
goes bad? You freeze it.

PANCAKES

In my experience pancakes made with buttermilk are fluffier and more tender. I
have found the same thing with homemade cornbread, buttermilk is just better.

WORKING WITH
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OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
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Setting them on the rack helps keep them crisp. I do it about 350 degrees for 7 to
8 minutes. This will vary by oven though. (Yes, I know this is not very energy efficient
but I figure using my toaster for 10 minutes in order to heat all the waffles up is not
either.)

freezing AND
reheating tips

We used to just put them in the toaster to reheat. However, with three kids this
takes awhile, by the time the 3rd child’s waffles are done the 1st child’s are cold. We
like to eat all together, so I have found that it works best just heat up my oven and
place them right on the rack.

easy meal ideas

I like to double or even triple my waffle and pancake batters and cook them all up
at once. I then freeze them and heat them as needed.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Reheating Waffles

How to Freeze Pancakes

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
easy meal ideas
freezing AND
reheating tips

Kitchen
Pancakes

PANCAKES

Over the years I have found that when I make pancakes, it is really not that much
more work to make a double batch and freeze the leftovers. This saves me time
later in the week and gives my kids a quick and easy breakfast that they can prepare
themselves.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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All you need to is make a big batch of pancakes or use whatever leftover pancakes
that you have. Cool the pancakes completely and place them on a cookie sheet in a
single layer.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

You all know I love my oven pancakes, and I am so glad you all love that tip also,
but I do still make regular pancakes as well. What can I say, we eat a lot of pancakes
at our house. In fact, we eat them at least once a week, if not more often than that.

easy meal ideas
freezing AND
reheating tips
PANCAKES

Freeze for several hours or until completely frozen.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Once the pancakes are completely frozen place in a ziploc, or other freezer type
bag or container, and place back in the freezer. Remove as needed for breakfast.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

To reheat the pancakes, either toast them or microwave them. Some in my family
prefer to reheat them in the toaster and others prefer to microwave them.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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I also enjoy my tortilla warmer for tortillas, but I have used it far more for
pancakes. In fact in our house it is called a pancake warmer, not a tortilla warmer.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Now every week I place my pancakes straight from the griddle into my tortilla
warmer, and the pancakes stay warm until we are ready to eat them.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

Plus, if it kept pancakes warm, it would makes things easier because everyone
could eat at once.

PANCAKES

That idea had me very interested. This would make it a dual purpose tool. And
since we eat pancakes once a week, I would use it often.

freezing AND
reheating tips

Several years ago though a friend mentioned that she used her tortilla warmer not
only for tortillas, but for keeping pancakes warm.

easy meal ideas

I have seen Tortilla Warmers in stores for years, but I did not think that I needed
another kitchen gadget that would fit only one purpose.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Keeping Pancakes and Tortillas Warm

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

If they are like mine they do, and if you are like me you love to make pancakes, but
you don’t always have time to stand at the stove or electric griddle to make them. If
that describes you and your family, this tip is for you.

PANCAKES

Does your family love pancakes?

freezing AND
reheating tips

It is now one of my favorite simple breakfast tips. If you have never tried this
simple tip, you need to. Seriously, this will change breakfast at your house.

easy meal ideas

This kitchen tip is an easy one, but one I use all the time. I learned this tip from a
friend, probably over ten years ago, and I have used it more times than I can count.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Making Pancakes in the Oven
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1. Pour batter into a greased 12x15 or 11x14 pan and spread out evenly. I have done
this in various sized jelly roll type pans and as long as they are close to that size
it has worked for me.
2. Bake at 375 for 12-15 minutes or until done. It will be similar in texture to a
pancake when it is done.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES

pancake batter - made according to directions. This works with any pancake
recipe that uses 2 cups of flour or two cups of dry mix. I now use my fluffy gluten free
pancake recipe for the gluten free eaters in my family and it works as well.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

Oven Pancakes

PANCAKES

Here is how you can make these.

freezing AND
reheating tips

If your kids are like mine, they don’t care what a pancake looks like as long as
it tastes good. And these oven pancakes taste good because you simply use regular
pancake batter.

easy meal ideas

Today I am going to show you how to make oven pancakes simply by spreading
your pancake batter onto a jelly roll, or cookie sheet with sides type pan, and bake.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS

Kitchen
3. Serve with butter and syrup.
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4. Need some ideas for syrup to serve with these? We love buttermilk syrup, apple
syrup, peanut butter syrup, or homemade Mrs. Buttersworth.

Coating a Pan with Cocoa

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
easy meal ideas
freezing AND
reheating tips

Kitchen
Working With Kitchen Tools

PANCAKES

However, have you ever made a chocolate cake and had it covered in white flour
after it was baked? This really doesn’t hurt the cake, but it does not look very pretty
to have the contrast of the white flour on a dark cake.

You do the same basic thing. You simply oil the pan, then just sprinkle in a little
baking cocoa, and shake it around. Pour the cake batter into the pan and bake.
You will no longer have flour coating a chocolate cake.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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You can easily fix this though by using cocoa to coat the pan.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

In the directions for most cakes, it calls for you to oil and flour the cake pan. The
main reason for this is to help the cake release from the pan. This works great and
I recommend that you do this step. It will keep your cakes looking great.

PANCAKES
WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

All food has an expiration date, but that date is how long it is good for in general
and you cannot always use that date once things are opened. Many things say use
within seven days of opening.

freezing AND
reheating tips

Let’s see was it last Friday or the Friday before that......If you are like me you can’t
keep track of what gets opened when.

easy meal ideas

Am I the only one that forgets when they opened that package of lunch meat that
is hiding in the back of the fridge?

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Making the Date

So, how do I keep track of when I open things and how long I have to use them.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
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PANCAKES

I simply mark the date that I opened it on the box or package. This lets me know
how long it has been in the fridge and if I need to use it up soon.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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I keep a permanent marker handy and I do this:

I find that I throw out a lot less food when I mark the date opened on the package.
I know how long I have before it goes bad, and I can plan to use it before it does.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

I also find that it saves me time because I no longer have to stand there and think
about when I opened that package of lunch meat, I instantly know.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES
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Parchment paper is one of those items that is not necessary to everyday kitchen
life, but in many cases it does make kitchen life easier.

Some baked good like, brownies and cakes, just remove from the pan much better
with parchment paper. If you want a brownie that comes out of the pan perfectly, so
that you can cut beautiful looking pieces, parchment paper is the key.

easy meal ideas

It is one of those things that I do not use often, but is nice to have on hand for
special baked treats and for holiday cooking. And when I use it, it is so worth having.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
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Parchment Paper Tip

And today I have a tip for using parchment paper for you.

This is so simple to do and it uses an item that most of you probably have in your
home.

If so, this tip is for you.

PANCAKES

Have you ever put your parchment paper into a pan only to have it move all
around as you spread the batter into the pan? Or have you had trouble getting the
batter to the edges of the pan without the paper slipping all around?

freezing AND
reheating tips

Now, this tip is not original to me, I believe I first saw it years ago on an old
Martha Stewart show. I thought it was brilliant because it makes using parchment
paper so much easier. Over the years I have used this tip many times and thought it
was time to share it with all of you.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS
OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
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All you do is place your parchment paper in your pan, then using the binder clips,
clip the parchment paper to the sides of the pan and spread the batter into the pan.

easy meal ideas

I know many of you probably have a couple of these sitting around in your desk
or kitchen junk drawer. You may have saved them knowing they would be good for
something, someday. Well, next time you use parchment paper pull those binder clips
out and put them to use.

BASIC KITCHEN TIPS
freezing AND
reheating tips

Kitchen

A simple binder clip is all you need, well you actually need a few simple binder
clips.

PANCAKES

Remove binder clips and bake. Don’t forget to remove the binder clips. Baked
binder clips are not a good thing.

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS
OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES
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A simple and easy tip for using parchment paper. You never know when those non
kitchen items will save you time in the kitchen. Who would have thought a simple
office supply product could be so useful.

I bring out the jars. Small jam type jars work great and they are something that
can be used over and over again and for many different things. They are also very
inexpensive and can be purchased almost anywhere.
I used jars for my Chocolate and White Chocolate Custard and it worked prefect for
serving family and friends at a barbecue we hosted recently.
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So, if you do not want to purchase ramekins consider using small jars instead.
They are inexpensive and easy to use and store.

OTHER BOOKS BY LYNN’S
KITCHEN ADVENTURES

So, what do I do when I want to serve something like custard to a large group of
people?

WORKING WITH
KITCHEN TOOLS

I own several ramekins, but my problem is that I only have a few. I have enough to
serve my family dessert, but I do not have enough to serve company a dessert using
ramekins.

PANCAKES

However, I know that many of you do not have a lot of extra room to store dishes
that you will only use a few times a year. You also do not want to spend money on
dishes that you will use only occasionally.

freezing AND
reheating tips

Ramekins are simply small oven safe dishes that are the perfect size for a single
serving. Ramekins are used for things like custards, puddings, and many other dishes.
They are inexpensive and can be found at places like Walmart and Target.

easy meal ideas

When I post recipes like custard and other foods that require ramekins, one
question I’m often asked is, “What do I do if I don’t have ramekins?”
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Have you ever placed aluminum foil over a pan of lasagna or enchiladas only to
have all the cheese stick to the foil while it was cooking?
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Spraying Aluminum Foil

I know I have, but I discovered an easy tip a few years ago that keeps this from
happening or at least from sticking as bad as it normally does.

PANCAKES

All you need to do is spray the aluminum foil with oil. I use my oil spritzer, but you
can also use the kind that comes in a spray can.
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Other bookS by Lynn’s Kitchen Adventures
Ground Beef Recipes from My Table to Yours

Christmas Recipes from My Table To Yours
Soups, Chilis, and Stews
Cooking 101 for Kids
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Quick and Easy Breakfasts from My Table To Yours

The Gluten Free Baking Mix Cookbook
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All contents copyright ©LynnsKitchenAdventures.com. All rights reserved. No part of
this document, including photos, may be reproduced or redistributed in any form, by any
means without the prior written permission of the Author.
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My writing is a true picture of my kitchen life. I post about what we are really
eating. I try to be healthy, but I will admit many times life happens, and I mix in some
not so healthy things. I do not cook gourmet, fancy food full of exotic ingredients.
This is real food with everyday ingredients.
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With my three kids and husband, I live on 43 acres in Northeastern Oklahoma.
Between homeschooling, helping in my husband’s dental office, working on our
property, taking care of three dogs, and raising hogs as a side job/hobby, I am
constantly on the go like most of you.
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I love to cook and bake, and it is a good thing, because my family loves to eat. I
am always trying new recipes and experimenting with different foods, but my time is
limited. I wish I had all day to spend in the kitchen, but I am busy mom.

easy meal ideas

I love to cook and spend time in the kitchen. In 2008 I started Lynn’s Kitchen
Adventures as a way to share recipes and kitchen tips with others. Lynn’s Kitchen
Adventures is all about sharing my love of cooking, recipes, tips, and ideas of how I
combine this cooking passion with a busy life.
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